THE BUGS LIFE
What comes to your mind when you hear the word insects?
fly

mosquito

ant

spider

Bugs or insects are any of a group of small animals. Many of them have wings.
Some people don’t like insects because...
Insects are scary.
Insects bite.
Insects don’t look good.
Speaking
What insect do you like ? Student A & B
What insect do you dislike? Student C & D

Interesting Facts about Insects
Bees are the most useful of all insects to humans.
The Australian tiger beetle is the world’s fastest running insect.
Army ants are individually small but travel in huge numbers.
Ladybirds can eat a many as 5,000 aphids in its lifetime.
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THE BUGS LIFE
Vocabulary Exercise
Match the vocabulary with the pictures.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

beetle - an insect with a hard cover that protects the wings inside it.
ladybug - a small beetle with red or yellow color with black spots.
butterfly - an insect with an antenna and slender body and large beautiful wings.
bee - an insect with four wings, it is known for making delicious honey.
caterpillar - a kind of worm, usually green, later transforms to a butterfly
fly - an insect with two wings, known to be dirty and ugly
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Unscramble the letters
1. I really like (ttbureleif ). Their wings are so adorable.
2. I don’t like beetles except (gubaldy).
3. (rcaaltleirp) seems to be scary but they will soon be butterflies.
4. I don’t want to eat my food, it has a (lyf ) on it.
5. That (eeblet) is so strong, it seems that it can lift my hand.
6. Don’t go near that tree there are (ebes) there.
Choose the correct answer
1. Have you ever tasted fresh honey which came directly from the (beetle, bee) hive?
2. Don’t put that food right there or else (beetles, flies) will go near to it.
3. If ever you can catch a (butterfly,fly), be gentle with it.
Discussion:
Share your thoughts:
What insect would you like to be? (any insect would be okay)
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